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Abstract – In turbulence phenomena, including the quantum turbulence in superfluids, an energy
flux flows from large to small length scales, composing a cascade of energy. A universal character-
istic of turbulent flows is the existence of a range of scales where the energy flux is scale-invariant:
this interval of scales is often referred to as inertial region. This property is fundamental as,
for instance, in turbulence of classical fluids it characterizes the behavior of statistical features
such as spectra and structure functions. Here we show that also in decaying quantum turbulence
generated in trapped Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs), intervals of momentum space where the
energy flux is constant can be identified. Indeed, we present a procedure to measure the energy
flux using both the energy spectrum and the continuity equation. A range of scales where the
flux is constant is then determined employing two distinct protocols and in the same range, the
momentum distribution measured is consistent with previous work. The successful identification
of a region with constant flux in turbulent BECs is a manifestation of the universal character of
turbulence in these quantum systems. These measurements pave the way for studies of energy
conservation and dissipation in trapped atomic superfluids, and also analogies with the related
processes that take place in ordinary fluids.

Introduction. – Turbulence is a process that occurs
in many types of fluids and in a wide range of length
scales [1]. From the climatic effects involving large masses,
down to capillaries, turbulence presents properties that
are universal, regardless of the system under considera-
tion. Richardson [2] was the first to propose that the
phenomenology of three-dimensional turbulence is related
to a forward cascade. An external source injects the ki-
netic energy at large length scales, thus feeding large ed-
dies. The eddies interact, break up into smaller structures,
and the process repeats itself down to small length scales,
where energy is dissipated by viscous forces. It is con-
venient to work in momentum space when dealing with
turbulence. Hence large (small) length scales correspond
to small (large) scales in the reciprocal space. In order to
avoid confusion with the word “scale”, whenever we refer
to the real space we write “length scale” explicitly, and

“momentum scale” for the reciprocal space.
The existence of universal behavior in turbulence is con-

sidered a breakthrough in the understanding of the phe-
nomenum. Among these universal characteristics, there
is the so-called inertial region, usually represented in mo-
mentum space (k-space). In this region, energy must flow
from small to large momentum scales of the system with-
out loss of energy. The consequence of this universal fea-
ture was brilliantly elaborated in mathematical form by
Kolmogorov [3] and Obukhov [4, 5]. Their work resulted
in one of the best-known laws in the field of turbulence:
the kinetic energy spectrum has a power-law behavior,

E(k) ∝ k−δ, (1)

where δ a fractional or integer number, depending on the
type of turbulence [6]. This characteristic, which is a uni-
versal behavior for turbulence phenomena involving clas-
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sical fluids, has also been observed in superfluids, when
in the quantum turbulence regime [7,8]. Initially, this be-
havior was investigated in liquid He, both from theoretical
and experimental point of views. More recently, this was
also investigated in atomic superfluids that arise during
Bose-Einstein condensation of trapped atoms [9–13].

In the inertial interval, the energy flows between mo-
mentum scales in a non-dissipating regime, therefore it
yields a constant energy flux. The presence of turbulence
forces the energy injected in small momentum scales to
flow in a constant flow regime to large momentum scales,
where it is dissipated. This description seems entirely ap-
propriate for a wide variety of turbulent phenomena.

The presence of a constant energy flow regime seems to
be as important as the power-law itself, or perhaps even
more, in terms of identifying the turbulence phenomenon
as it is one of the expected characteristics for such non-
equilibrium states in fluids. A region with constant flux
suggests the existence of a cascade, while the power-law
exponent contains details about it (waves, eddies, a mix-
ture of both). However, because it is easier to measure
the energy spectrum and the presence of the power-law,
this has been the main way to identify the presence of
turbulence. Obtaining the energy spectrum and identify-
ing simultaneously the energy flux in different momentum
ranges may bring great physical insight into the experi-
ments.

These concepts have been used in investigations of re-
lated systems. For example, the energy flux was used to
present evidence of an inverse energy transfer, induced by
vortex reconnections, in numerical simulations of super-
fluid helium [14]. From the experimental point of view,
Navon et al. [15] used particle and energy fluxes to in-
vestigate a turbulent quantum gas. The main differences
with respect to our present study is that they employed a
cylindrical box trap (leading to a homogeneous Bose gas),
and they were interested in steady-state dynamics, while
we focus on the decaying regime of turbulence.

In this work, experiments with an 87Rb Bose-Einstein
condensate were used to produce the quantum turbulence
state by introducing excitations as in a previous works
[16–20]. Since we are interested in the decaying turbu-
lence regime, the system is perturbed and we study the
time evolution after the external excitations are turned
off. Once the desired state is produced, the momentum
spectrum is obtained by an optical absorption image after
a free time of flight (TOF), that corresponds to a pro-
jection of the cloud density on a plane. Then the energy
spectrum is obtained, considering a kinetically dominated
regime. The final energy spectrum is analyzed to identify
regions where flux remains constant or regions where the
total energy does not change.

This work is organized as follows. We start by introduc-
ing some concepts related to the energy flux that will be
applied when analyzing the measurements. Then, a brief
description of the experimental procedure is offered, fol-
lowed by the results. Finally, we discuss our findings and

their implications.

Energy flux and cascade in quantum turbulence.
– Let us consider a system, where the excitations are
introduced in a scale with characteristic wave number
kD = 2π/D, whereD is the typical system size. Due to the
mechanisms involved in superfluids, interactions occur be-
tween the excitations, whether they are vortices or waves.
The result of these interactions is that smaller structures
are formed, and energy begins to flow from the large to
the small length scales in a process called energy cascade
[3]. Initially, at large length scales, the system is forced
by injecting energy in the form of large structures com-
posed of vortices or waves. A process of forming excita-
tions on smaller length scales occurs, entering the inertial
region where well-known cascades such as Kolmogorov’s,
Kelvin’s ones [21, 22], or others can occur. In this scale
range, energy only migrates from one scale to another,
without dissipating, until it finds a smaller length scale
where dissipation begins to occur. This is a way of the sys-
tem to escape the original excited state. Energy transfer
is a typically out-of-equilibrium process, while at a micro-
scale, the system is in a near-equilibrium regime. Thus,
the turbulence process is a phenomenon of multiple scales,
which evolves in time seeking an equilibrium condition.

Denoting by ΠE(k, t) the energy flow (energy per unit
area and per unit time in k-space), IE(k, t) the rate of
external energy injection producing excitations, DE(k, t)
the energy dissipation rate for a given wave number k
at time instant t, we can write the continuity equation
relating those quantities,

dρ(k, t)

dt
= IE(k, t)−DE(k, t)−∇k ·ΠE(k, t), (2)

where ρ(k, t) is the energy density. We are interested in
the regime of decaying turbulence, after the energy input
has stopped, hence IE(k, t) = 0. Also, the dissipation
occurs at k-values larger than the ones corresponding to
the inertial range. If we are dealing with a momentum
region where injection and dissipation are not present, the
expression is simplified,

dρ(k, t)

dt
+∇k ·ΠE(k, t) = 0. (3)

If we assume an isotropic energy distribution, Equation (3)
can be written as a function of the modulus of k, |k| = k,
resulting in

4πk2
dρ(k, t)

dt
= −∂ΦE(k, t)

∂k
, (4)

where we introduced the scalar flux ΦE(k, t) correspond-
ing to an isotropic flux vector field ΠE(k, t). By defini-
tion, 4πk2ρ(k, t) = E(k, t), where E(k, t) is the energy
spectrum, such that

∫
E(k)dk equals the total energy of

the system. Hence, the energy flux in momentum space
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can be written as

ΦE(k, t) = −
∫ k

kD

dE(k′, t)

dt
dk′ = − d

dt

∫ k

kD

E(k′, t)dk′.

(5)
Equation (5) indicates that observing the time variation of
the energy spectrum in a specific interval, from its smallest
value kD to a given value of momentum k, one can obtain
the energy flux at k. This feature is the cornerstone of
this work, and this expression for the energy flux has been
previously used by Baggaley and co-authors in the context
of quantum turbulence [14].

Obtaining a turbulent cloud in a trapped su-
perfluid. – The experiment begins with the production
of a Bose-Einstein condensate, containing about 4 × 105
87Rb atoms in the hyperfine state |F,mF 〉 = |2, 2〉, con-
fined in a Quadrupole-Ioffe magnetic trap. At the end of
the experimental procedure, the condensate fraction is ap-
proximately 80%. Details of the experimental condensate
production and other technical remarks can be found in
Refs. [18–20].

After the condensate is produced, while it is still in the
trap, an oscillating magnetic field is applied. The field
is produced by a pair of anti-Helmholtz coils placed with
their axis tilted by a small angle, of approximately 5◦,
with respect to the axis of the trap. Since the coils are
not aligned with the condensate axis, the oscillations gen-
erate deformations, displacements, and rotations in the
cloud. The amplitude of the disturbances introduced by
the excitation coils can be varied, as well as the time and
frequency of excitation. In this work, we keep the excita-
tion frequency fixed at Ω/(2π) = 190 Hz. The excitation
amplitude, measured by the gradient of the input field,
and quantified by the voltage in a standard resistor, is
varied until an amplitude is reached, where changes in
the cloud are clear enough to guarantee the establishment
of a non-equilibrium state with turbulent characteristics.
The excitation time may also vary because there is a com-
promise between the excitation application time and the
amplitude to generate the turbulent state. For example,
larger amplitudes need less time to reach similar condi-
tions. The range of amplitudes to obtain turbulence was
the topic of investigation in previous works [18–20].

In this paper, we employed an excitation time τexc of
35 ms. Our temporal resolution is of approximately 0.1
ms. After the excitation is done, the coils that generate
the disturbance field are turned off, and the system is left
on hold for a time τhold. This time may vary from 20 to
70 ms. During this interval, there is a temporal evolution
of the state produced during the excitation period. Dur-
ing the hold period, the momentum distribution evolves
in time. The variation of τhold allows the determination of
the temporal variation of the energy spectrum and, con-
sequently, the possible existence of momentum intervals
where a constant flow is present.

After a particular state is produced, and the hold time
has passed, the atoms are released from the trap and per-

form a free expansion during a time τTOF. As previously
investigated [23], the turbulent state is kinetically domi-
nated, hence the interaction energy cannot be responsible
for the majority of the effects in a turbulent cloud. The
momentum distribution for a non-interacting BEC can be
obtained by analyzing the density distribution of the cloud
after a finite TOF. Following the release of the trap, the
atoms expand ballistically [24]. After a time τTOF, the dis-
tance that an atom has traveled from the center of the trap
is given by r = h̄τTOFk/m, where h̄ is Planck’s constant
and m is the atomic mass. Hence, the spatial distribu-
tion of atoms in free expansion can be used to map the
momentum distribution, n(r) = n(h̄τTOFk/m), and the
momenta of the atoms are connected with the position in
the expanded cloud. The validity of the application of the
time of flight technique to obtain the momentum distri-
bution has been widely discussed in several publications
[9,10]. The procedure we adopted is to perform an optical
absorption image of the cloud after the time of flight. This
produces an image on the plane (kx, ky), as illustrated in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1: In-plane momentum distribution of the turbulent cloud
with τhold = 46 ms. The normalization is such that the integra-
tion over the plane yields one. The two blue lines correspond
to ky = ±(tan 15◦)kx, i.e., two 30◦ apertures centered around
the major axis of the expanded cloud.

Equation (5) was derived assuming an isotropic momen-
tum distribution, because that is the simplest model one
can assume, which is clearly not the case for our experi-
ment. In order to investigate the impact of the anisotropy,
throughout this work we will consider the application of
our model to two cases: (i) the entire cloud and (ii) only
the regions close to the major axis of the expanded cloud,
i.e., the two regions bounded by ky = ±(tan 15◦)kx, which
we depict as blue lines in Fig. 1. The momentum distribu-
tion is obtained, in both cases, by averaging the number

of atoms within the interval between k =
√
k2x + k2y and
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k + δk, with δk ≈ 0.05 µm−1. The integration of the
in-plane density, for a given time t, yields the number of
particles in that region,∫

dΩ dk k2n(k, t) = N(t), (6)

where the integration over the solid angle yields 4π for
the whole cloud, or 2π/3 for the regions close to the ma-
jor axis that we defined. Since the total number of atoms
is approximately constant comparing different time inter-
vals, variations of n(k, t) are due to effects arising from
the time evolution of the turbulent state alone.

Figure 2 shows typical momentum distributions ob-
tained for the turbulent cloud, produced under the de-
scribed conditions. The momentum range available in the
experiment corresponds to 30 µm−1, but, for simplicity,
we only plot the first half of the range. As the holding
time increases, the distribution shifts towards higher mo-
menta. We present the distributions both for an angular
averaging procedure which takes into account the whole
cloud, Fig. 2(a), and only the regions close to the major
axis, Fig. 2(b).

For τhold = 46 ms we performed a fit in the 9 ≤ k ≤ 11
µm−1 range (denoted by dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)), con-
sidering the whole cloud, to a power-law which yielded the
exponent -2.9(1), in agreement with previous experiments
[9]. The same exponent is observed for τhold = 52 and 58
ms, however, for slightly higher momenta, 10 ≤ k ≤ 12
µm−1. We applied the same procedure to the results cor-
responding to the averaging near the vicinity of the major
axis of the cloud. We found an exponent of -3.0(1) for
τhold = 46 ms in a broader range than before, 9.5 ≤ k ≤
13 µm−1, indicated by dashed lines in Fig. 2(b). The same
exponent is also observed for τhold = 52 and 58 ms, again,
for a higher momentum range.

Some considerations regarding the two angular averag-
ing procedures are in order. Averaging the whole cloud
introduces contributions at low momenta, if compared to
considering only the regions in the vicinity of the major
axis, as can be inferred from Fig. 1. This effect has two
consequences in the power-law behavior of n(k). Firstly,
the k-range where the power-law scaling is observed occurs
at slightly lower momenta, 9 ≤ k ≤ 11 µm−1, for the entire
cloud with respect to the region close to the major axis,
9.5 ≤ k ≤ 13 µm−1, for a given τhold. Secondly, the region
is slightly broader for the major axis case. Remarkably,
the exponents are very close in the two cases, which allows
us to compare the two cases in order to better understand
the role of anisotropy in this system.

The energy spectrum and the analysis of the en-
ergy flux. – From the momentum distribution, the en-
ergy spectrum can be obtained by multiplying n(k) by the
energy of each component, h̄2k2/(2m). Hence, the power-
law behavior of the energy spectrum is observed in the
same regions as the ones for the momentum distribution,
with an exponent that differs by 2 (due to the k2 in the
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Fig. 2: Momentum distribution obtained for different holding
times, τhold = 46, 52, and 58 ms denoted by the red solid curve,
green dashed curve, and blue dash-dotted curve, respectively.
The upper panel corresponds to an average of the whole cloud,
whereas we consider only the region close to the major axis,
ky = ±(tan 15◦)kx, in the lower panel. The uncertainties are
represented by the shaded areas around the curves. As time
progresses, the distribution modifies itself, decreasing for lower
momenta and increasing for higher ones. The solid black lines
correspond to a power-law n(k) ∝ kδ with δ = −2.9 and -3.0
for the upper and lower panels, respectively. The dashed lines
denote the range where the power-law is observed for τhold = 46
ms. For the other values of τhold the same exponent is obtained
for a slightly higher k-range.

definition). The energy spectra obtained for the 46 ms, 52
ms, and 58 ms holding times are shown in Fig. 3, both for
the entire cloud (a), and the region close to its major axis
(b). Note that with increasing holding time, the energy
migrates from the small to large k values, as expected.

With the spectra at three different times, one can deter-
mine the flux ΦE(k, t) previously defined in Eq. (5). We
adopted the flow evaluation at 52 ms, using other hold-
ing times to determine the time derivative of the energy
spectrum, and its associated uncertainty. We performed
the numerical differentiation using a three-point equally-
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Fig. 3: Energy spectrum E(k) for the turbulent cloud for differ-
ent holding times, τhold = 46, 52, and 58 ms. The curve styles
are the same as the ones employed in Fig. 2. The upper panel
corresponds to an average of the whole cloud, whereas we con-
sider only the region close to the major axis in the lower panel.
The evolution of the spectra is toward migration of energy from
lower to higher momenta, as expected. The solid black lines
correspond to a power-law E(k) ∝ kδ with δ = −0.9 and -1.0
for the upper and lower panels, respectively. The dashed lines
denote the range where the power-law is observed for τhold =
46 ms.

spaced abscissas formula [25]. The time derivative, and
its associated uncertainty, is displayed in the left panel of
Fig. 4. The calculation is performed for each value of k,
taking kD = 2π/D with D ≈ 30 µm. The resulting flux is
shown in the right panel of Fig. 4.

Again, it is possible to see the differences between aver-
aging the entire cloud, or just the regions close to its major
axis. Excluding the low momenta contributions of averag-
ing the entire cloud reduces the variance of the quantities
and also shifts the constant flux region to higher momenta.
The fact that the flux is positive implies that the energy is
flowing from the smallest to the largest k values character-
izing the direct cascade of energy, see Fig. 4. It is observed
that the flux, ΦE(k, t = 52 ms), grows from small values
of k, increasing until reaching a particular value, where it
begins to level out, then acquires an approximately con-
stant value, after which it begins to decrease again. This
region of constant flux corresponds to ≈ 9 to 11 µm−1 if we
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Fig. 4: Time derivative of the energy spectrum (upper panel)
and corresponding energy flux (lower panel). The solid red
curves denote an average of the whole cloud, whereas the
dashed blue curves correspond only to the regions close to the
major axis. The shaded regions correspond to the uncertainty.
The fact that the energy derivative with respect to time is neg-
ative for small values of k and positive for large ones indicates
that energy is flowing from small to large momenta. Notice an
approximately constant flux from ≈ 9 to 11 µm−1 if we con-
sider the entire cloud, and ≈ 11.5 to 13.5 µm−1 for the regions
close to the major axis of the expanded cloud.

consider the whole cloud, and ≈ 11.5 to 13.5 µm−1 for the
regions close to the major axis. For the region with con-
stant flux, the migration of energy between the momentum
scales (although we do not have a broad range) occurs
without energy being added or subtracted. A previous
investigation in similar conditions [9] found that n(k) dis-
plays a power-law dependence in the range between 5 and
20 µm−1, customarily associated with the inertial range,
characterizing the possible cascade. The k-range we found
in this work is within this previous estimate.

The existence of a region characterized by a constant
energy flux ΦE(k, t) is confirmed by the fact that there
is an interval in k-space where the total energy (the inte-
gral of the spectrum) is preserved, i.e. without variation
with time evolution. This happens because no energy is
accumulated or dissipated in this region, as a direct con-
sequence of constant energy flux. In order to identify this
region of preserved total energy, we look for intervals in k
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space where the integral of the spectrum is constant for
different times. We define two limits, ki and kf , where
there is no temporal dependence for the integral of the
energy spectrum. We start by defining the quantity

Q(ki, kf , t) =

∫ kf

ki

E(k, t)dk. (7)

The idea is to look for the interval [ki, kf ] that has in-
dependence over time. From the curves E(k, t), we per-
form a numerical calculation, determining the interval in
which Q(ki, kf , 52 ms) does not differ from Q(ki, kf , 46
ms) or Q(ki, kf , 58 ms) by more than an arbitrary and
small value. The result is shown graphically in Fig. 5 for
the two angular averaging procedures.
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Fig. 5: Intervals [ki, kf ], as defined in Eq. (7), correspond-
ing to Q(ki, kf , 46 ms)≈ Q(ki, kf , 52 ms)≈ Q(ki, kf , 58 ms).
The shaded regions are plotted just to guide the eye. The up-
per panel corresponds to an average of the entire cloud (a),
and the lower panel to the regions close to the major axis (b),
ky = ±(tan 15◦)kx. This suggests that there is no energy ac-
cumulation in the k-range 7.2(4) ≤ k ≤ 12.7(2) µm−1 in the
first case, and 11.3(2) ≤ k ≤ 13.6(2) µm−1 in the second case.

It is observed that for the given spectra, the interval
where there is a minimal temporal variation of Q(ki, kf , t)
is between 7.2(4) to 12.7(2) µm−1 if we average the en-
tire cloud, and 11.3(2) ≤ k ≤ 13.6(2) µm−1 if we only
consider the regions near the major axis. Again, this co-
incides with the previous constant flux interval and also

with the interval where the existence of a power-law in
the momentum distribution was determined, characteriz-
ing the energy cascade. Moreover, the variance of the val-
ues of ki and kf is smaller in the case where we consider
only the vicinity of the major axis.

Conclusions and final remarks. – In conclusion,
we have presented a procedure to identify the inertial
range in decaying quantum turbulence that is much more
clear than looking for a power-law in the small range of
momentum distribution which is available in experiments.
By obtaining the energy spectrum of a turbulent cloud
of condensed atoms, it was possible to identify that there
are regions in the reciprocal space where the energy flux
between the momentum classes is independent of k in the
decaying turbulence regime. This characterizes an iner-
tial regime where energy flows between momentum scales
without dissipation.

The identification of this region from the momentum
distribution alone would be very difficult, see Fig. 2. How-
ever, the identification is much more clear if we employ the
energy flux illustrated in Fig. 4(b), with the results con-
firmed by the identification of the range [ki, kf ] defined by
Eq. (7), displayed on Fig. 5. These two methods also pro-
vide intervals that are close together, ≈ 9.5 to 13 µm−1

and 11.3(2) ≤ k ≤ 13.6(2) µm−1 in the case where we con-
sider only the vicinity of the major axis of the expanded
cloud; and ≈ 9 to 11 µm−1 and 7.2(4) ≤ k ≤ 12.7(2) µm−1

for the entire cloud. These intervals agree with previous
measurements of the power-law behavior of the momen-
tum distribution [9].

Classical turbulence is possible in anisotropic systems
so we believe it is also important to study it in quantum
systems. For this reason we computed all the quantities in
this work using two different procedures: an angular av-
erage of n(k) considering the entire expanded cloud, and
only the regions close to its major axis. We found that
the low-momenta contributions outside the region of the
major axis pull the inertial range toward slightly lower val-
ues. What is interesting is that the procedure we adopted
is consistent independently of the momentum distribution
we use as input, what changes is the inertial range that
we find.

It is worth mentioning that our system is different from
those of previous works, for example Ref. [15], where the
interest was on pre- and steady-state dynamics, and not
the decaying turbulence. Although the trapping potential
employed in this work is different from the one of Ref. [15],
which is reflected in different power-law exponents, in both
situations it is possible to observe scale-invariant fluxes.
We believe this evidence shows the importance of energy
and particle fluxes in the study of quantum turbulence.

The range we found is relatively short, with less than
one order of magnitude. However, this is characteristic
of the system used, where the range of available scales is
relatively short with less than one-decade order available.
The range found, is compatible with previous measure-
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ments where in the same range is, for the energy spectrum
or the momentum distribution, a region with a power-law
of dependence with k.

Visualization techniques are well-developed in liquid he-
lium systems [26], and the same level of detail has not
been achieved in trapped condensates yet, thus much of
the progress has been done relying on numerical simu-
lations. In this sense, simulations matching our experi-
mental setup would help to test our assumptions and to
validate our findings.

Our results complement previous findings by contribut-
ing more facts in characterizing turbulent state in excited
Bose-Einstein condensates. Despite this fact, it should be
noted that our sample is three-dimensional, and the ideal
situation would be an exploration of the momentum and
energy spectrum in 3D, without the need to perform the
projection on the plane. The in-plane projection of the
expanded cloud mixes high and low momentum compo-
nents, limiting the observations. If we were to perform
another projection of the momentum, now obtaining an
in-axis momentum, we would even observe a further re-
duction of the interval of constant flux, the mixture being
even more severe. An estimate of the expected range for
the 3D cloud, if we could measure it, would result in a
range of ki to kf ≈ 7 µm−1, a broader range than that
observed in this paper. This is associated with the neces-
sity to project the cloud on the plane. At the moment, we
have to manage the limitations of the technique and work
to overcome those limitations. In any case, the results are
interesting and indicative of the existence of the energy
cascade with the presence of a region in momentum space
for a constant flux of energy in the system. The results
presented here open up new possibilities to investigate the
intra-scales aspects of the energy flux in quantum turbu-
lence, and new experiments are on the way.
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